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Methanol oxidation effect on carbon supported Pt was investigated as a function of Pt content in a sample which

is closely correlated with Pt particle sizes. After prolonged methanol oxidation the Pt particle size did not

change within the experimental error ranges. The 13C chemical shift and linewidth of CO adsorbed on Pt show

non-linear behavior simply due to the Pt particle size difference. The Pt size variation difference between this

work and the previous reports of the particle growths is explained by the experimental temperature difference.
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Introduction

Platinum and its alloys such as Pt-Ru supported on high

surface area carbon1 have attracted great scientific attention

as important heterogeneous catalyst for fuel cells2 like direct

methanol fuel cell (DMFC)3 due to its high reactivity.

Unfortunately, such high reactivity can make it difficult to

investigate the properties of highly dispersed metal catalysts

because the properties depend strongly on the particle size

and surface morphology which can be easily influenced by

sample preparation procedures,4-6 pretreatment such as

cleaning,7,8 and the properties of supporting materials.9,10 In

fact, the particle size and surface morphology of Pt are

influenced by electrochemical potentials.11,12 The surface

morphology of metals are also changed by oxidation of

hydrogen or reduction of oxides and oscillated by oxidation

and reduction cycles in oxide supported metals.13-15

CO poisoning occurring during methanol oxidation is one

of the major problems to overcome in real DMFC operation.

It can influence the structure and morphology of the Pt

particles of catalysts and hence the catalytic activity. There

have been many research reports on CO induced surface

variations such as surface reconstruction,16,17 surface lift-

ing,18,19 sites switching,20 and structure transformation21,22 in

model catalysts.

The Pt/C catalysts of proton exchange membrane fuel cell

in real cell operation were known to cause Pt particle growth

and agglomeration along the operation time.23,24 In contrast,

not only Pt particle growth was observed in phosphoric acid

fuel cells during cell operation condition11 but also corrosion

of carbon supports and dissolution of Pt in open circuit

voltage condition25 due to higher operation temperature and

stronger acidic condition. In general particle sizes and

surface morphology of Pt particles are known to be easily

influenced by thermal treatment even not under any cell

operation condition.1,11 However, the structural variation of

Pt particles by prolonged methanol oxidation in the real

commercial catalysts at room temperature, which can

separate the temperature and methanol oxidation effect, is

not reported yet as far as we know. Therefore, not only for

fundamental electrochemistry research but also for efficient

application, it is essential to understand what occurs in the

commercial catalysts by successive poisoning and removing

it during methanol oxidation under electrochemical environ-

ments. In this work, we characterize Pt particle property

variations in carbon supported Pt catalysts due to prolonged

methanol oxidation by means of 13C nuclear magnetic reson-

ance (NMR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) primarily.

XRD4,5,12,23,24,26,27 and TEM4-8,11,24,27 have been widely

used in determining the Pt particle sizes of catalysts while

NMR has been proved useful in deducing the electronic

properties of metals and heterogeneous catalysts.28-30 Especi-

ally, NMRE (NMR+electrochemistry) method was useful to

study electrochemical heterogeneous catalysts.31-33 In this

work 13C NMR of CO adsorbed on Pt surface by partial

oxidation of 13C enriched methanol was employed to com-

pare the Pt supported on carbon samples because it is more

sensitive compared to 195Pt NMR in probing the surface

conditions of Pt nanoparticles before and after methanol

oxidation. In addition, CO stripping cyclic voltammetry

(CV) was performed to check catalytic activity variations of

the samples.8

Experimental Section

Sample preparation. Carbon supported Pt (X = 20, 40

and 60% supported on Vulcan XC-72, E-Tek Inc., USA)

samples were purchased. The purchased X% Pt/C samples

of about 400-500 mg without mixing with any filler were

directly loaded34 onto the Pt boat working electrode made of

a 25 × 25 mm size Pt foil immersed in 0.5 M H2SO4
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electrolyte solution first and then cleaned by holding the cell

potential at 250 mV (vs. 1 M Ag|AgCl reference) until the

reduction current was decreased to less than –200 µA.7,8,33

All the samples in this work were cleaned by this ‘holding

the potential at 250 mV’ first.

All potentials were controlled by a model 362 Scanning

Potentiostat (EG & G, USA) and measured versus 1 M

Ag|AgCl electrode. 99.9% 13C enriched methanol (Cam-

bridge Isotope Laboratories Inc., U.S.A) and 96% suprapure

sulfuric acid (Merck, Germany) were used to prepare 0.6 M
13CH3OH and 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. For natural isotope 0.6

M CH3OH and 0.5 M H2SO4 solution, ChromAR® HPLC

grade CH3OH (Mallinckrodt Baker Inc., Paris, Kentucky,

U.S.A.) was used. To prevent oxygen penetration into the

electrolyte solution and the electrochemical cell, ultra pure

Ar gas (99.999%, Hankuk Sanup Gas Ltd., Korea) which is

moisture-saturated by passing through water, was purged

into the electrolyte solution in the flask.

Holding-at-250mV-X samples: 13CO was adsorbed onto

catalysts cleaned at 250 mV as described above by partial

oxidation of about 30 mL 13C enriched methanol solution

(0.6 M 13CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4)
35,36 at the potential of 0 mV

until the current was reduced below +200 µA. These

samples are denoted as ‘holding-at-250mV-X’, where X =

20, 40 and 60.

R-CO-X samples: The samples were prepared by clean-

ing first and then successively adsorbing CO on the loaded

samples of ~500 mg in 30 mL 0.6 M CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4

solution at 0 mV for about 100 hours until the current was

dropped below +200 µA. Then the potential was changed to

450 mV for oxidation of methanol in solution as well as of

CO adsorbed at 0 mV, which completes the prolonged

methanol oxidation. Finally, when the current was reduced

below +200 µA, 13CO for 13C NMR detection was adsorbed

at 0 mV by partial oxidation of 13CH3OH in freshly replaced

0.6 M 13CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4 solution. 

R-13CO-X samples: The samples were prepared by the

same procedure for ‘R-CO-X’ samples except the fact that

0.6 M 13CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4 solution, instead of 0.6 M

CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4 solution, was initially used during the

prolonged methanol oxidation.

R2-CO-60 samples: The samples were prepared with

60% Pt/C by repeating the prolonged methanol oxidation

twice by replacing the 0.6 M CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4 solution

in the cell with another fresh 0.6 M CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4

solution after the current at 450 mV was reduced below

+200 µA. The other sample preparation procedures are the

same with those for R-CO-X samples.

R-CO-20-p samples: The samples were made by the

same preparation procedure for R-CO-20 or R-13CO-20

samples except the fact that 0.5 M H2SO4 solution without

methanol in it, instead of 0.6 M 13CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4 or

0.6 M CH3OH/0.5 M H2SO4 solution was used in the pro-

longed methanol oxidation step. Since there is no methanol

to react in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution, the effect of the electro-

chemical potentials applied during the prolonged methanol

oxidation can be checked by comparing R-CO-20 or R-
13CO-20 samples with this sample.

Sealing the NMR samples. For 13C NMR experiment, the

samples prepared as described above were rinsed with 0.5 M

H2SO4 solution to remove excess methanol, if any, and then

transferred to a specially made NMR tube.36 The sample

tube was sealed after purging several times with Ar gas.

Characterization. TEM and XRD data were acquired

with H-7100 at 100 kV (Hitachi, Japan) and X’Pert PRO-

MPD (PANanalytical, Netherlands), respectively.

The 13C NMR experiments were carried out with a 600

MHz Unity INOVA spectrometer (Varian Inc., USA) using a

home-made probe. 13C NMR spectra were acquired by using

a Hahn echo pulse sequence (π/2 − τ0 − π − τ1 – echo acqui-

sition with τ0 = 20 μs and τ1 = 13 μs) at ambient temper-

ature. The spectrum was constructed point-by-point37 from

spin echo signals obtained at different radio frequencies with

a 5 kHz interval. The π/2 pulse length, 22 µs, was measured

with the 13CO adsorbed on carbon supported Pt samples

while the chemical shift was calibrated with neat tetra-

methylsilane (TMS) as an external reference sample. The

CO stripping CV between –230 and 700 mV at 0.2 mV/s

scanning speed was obtained from 40-60 mg Pt catalysts

remained in the Pt boat after NMR sample preparation.

Further details of all these experiments can be found

elsewhere.7,8

Results and Discussion

Pt particle sizes were determined by TEM and XRD and

the average particle sizes measured are summarized in Table

1. An average length of each coherent domain is calculated

from the powder XRD line broadening of corresponding

Bragg reflections using Scherrer-type equation after correc-

tion for instrumental broadening.26,27 Our XRD result has

inherent error in measuring particle size because it measures

rather crystallite size than particle size and the carbon

support contributes background signals. The crystallite size

and particle size are synonymous in very small particles,

about up to ~5 nm size.27 The linewidths are wider as the

Table 1. The average particle size (nm) from TEM and XRD

20% Pt/C 40% Pt/C 60% Pt/C

TEM XRD TEM XRD TEM XRD

Holding-at-250 mV 2.7 ± 1.1 2.8 ± 0.3 4.7 ± 1.2 4.6 ± 0.3 6.1 ± 2.0 5.5 ± 0.3

R-13CO 3.1 ± 1.0 2.7 ± 0.3 5.1 ± 1.0 4.3 ± 0.3 6.3 ± 2.2 5.9 ± 0.3

R-CO 3.5 ± 1.0 3.0 ± 0.3 4.7 ± 1.2 4.3 ± 0.4 5.1 ± 1.4 5.8 ± 0.3
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domain lengths are smaller and the domain lengths of

different Bragg reflections for a particle are similar to one

another as particle shapes are closer to spheres.27 For our

calculation of domain lengths, 5 peaks at 2θ = 39.7, 46.2,

67.5, 81.3 and 85.7° marked in Figure 1 are used and the

lengths calculated were the same within the error range. The

average of the five domain lengths is presented in Table 1.

Although carbon supported Pt particles such as in our

samples are typically single crystallites, some Pt particles

tend to aggregate during some pretreatment, especially in the

samples of high dispersion and high Pt loading. At the same

time, XRD would not observe well, if any, less-ordered

particles (close to amorphous state) or crystalline particles

but too small to be detected by XRD. In addition, in measur-

ing bigger particle sizes, XRD and TEM data inherently

have smaller and larger error, respectively, since line broaden-

ing in XRD and particle lengths in TEM is narrower and

longer, respectively. TEM also has a weak point to see only a

small portion of the sample although this weak point can be

mitigated somewhat by taking many TEM data for a sample.

TEM data can provide not only average particle sizes but

also particle size distributions as shown in Figure 2. Although

the absolute particle length measured by XRD and TEM can

be different, the data trends are expected to be consistent.

However, after the prolonged methanol oxidation, in Table

1, all the particle size data can be interpreted as the same

within the experimental errors. Overall discrepancies in the

particle size trend are observed between XRD and TEM data

and the 60% Pt/C samples show worst scattering and

discrepancy between TEM (~7% decrease) and XRD data

(~5% increase). To confirm the particle size variation trends

by the third method, relative Pt surface area changes due to

the prolonged methanol oxidation were calculated from the

peak areas in 13C NMR spectra and the CO coverage (θCO/

2θH) data obtained from a CO stripping CV as presented in

Figure 3. The carbon black signal in the 13C NMR spectra is

about 1% of the total carbon numbers in a sample since 13C

is 1% in natural abundance while all CO on Pt contributes to

the CO signal since CO was enriched with 13C to 99.9%. For

the Pt/C samples of a certain Pt weight percentage, CO

signals are proportional to the CO coverage and the Pt

surface areas when the carbon black signals are set to an

equal area. From this relationship, surface areas of Pt can be

monitored before and after methanol oxidation. The surface

area of Pt was changed to 73 ± 14, 107 ± 20, and 84 ± 20%

for 20, 40, and 60% Pt/C samples, respectively. From these

data, we can conclude that the average Pt particle size

increased in 20% and did not change in 40% and 60% Pt/C

samples. However, even for 20% Pt/C samples it is hard to

conclude any Pt size change by the methanol oxidation if all

the Pt size measurement data are considered.

To test the oxidation time dependence, a 60% Pt/C sample,

R2-CO-60, was made with repeating the prolonged meth-

anol oxidation procedure twice. However, Pt particle sizes of

R2-CO-60 were the same with those of R-CO-60 within the

error ranges in terms of average size and particle size

distribution pattern. In addition, the possibility was checked

with R-13CO-20-p samples whether the particle size vari-

ations are due to applied electrochemical potentials11 during

the prolonged methanol oxidation rather than the methanol

Figure 1. Powder XRD patterns of holding-at-250mV-20, R-CO-
20, holding-at-250mV-40, R-CO-40, holding-at-250mV-60 and R-
CO-60 sample from top to bottom. Miller index of each diffraction
signal is denoted on the top of the signal and broad carbon
background signal is marked by *.

Figure 2. Histograms of particle sizes obtained from TEM images
of holding-at-250mV-20, R-13CO-20, R-CO-20, holding-at-250mV-
40, R-13CO-40, R-CO-40, holding-at-250mV-60, R-13CO-60, and
R-CO-60 sample from top to bottom. 
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oxidation reaction itself. The samples did not provide any

evidence of Pt particle size change by the applied potentials.

Nanostructural difference of initial Pt particles can bring

difference of particle size change by methanol oxidation.

Nevertheless, there were no difference of nanostructures

between our samples and the samples we compared

with11,23,24 or between our samples with different Pt loading.

Then the main factor for the difference between our

observation and the previous reports on Pt growth would be

the reaction temperatures. All our reactions were carried out

at room temperature while temperatures higher than room

temperature were employed in the previous reports. Pt

particles were known to grow at high temperature1,11,38 even

without any cell operation. Therefore, it is more likely that

methanol oxidation itself does not induce metal particle

growth but high temperature effect and/or synergic influence

of the oxidation reaction and high temperature are present at

such high cell operating temperatures.

The plot in Figure 3 shows the center of gravity of CO

stripping peak potential, inversely proportional to electro-

catalytic activity,35 decreases as average Pt particle size

increases. This is consistent with the previous result8 and

that CO oxidation reaction is structure sensitive and more

active on face sites.38

Figure 4 shows representative 13C NMR spectra of 13CO

adsorbed on the Pt surfaces of the Pt supported on carbon

samples. These peaks are closely related to the electronic

states of surface Pt.39 The peak intensities of 13CO on Pt are

proportional to the Pt surface areas and CO coverage of each

sample. The linewidth (full width at half maximum; FWHM)

and the center of gravity (δG) of the CO peaks, determined

after subtracting carbon black signal, are plotted in Figure 5.

In general, the linewidths are known to be narrower for the

larger Pt particles36 and not to vary much for Pt particles

larger than about 5 nm.8 Likewise, δG decreases and then

becomes steady as the Pt particle size grows. As a result, our

plots of δG and linewidth are insensitive to whether they are

plotted versus the particle size measured either by XRD or

Figure 3. The CO stripping CV of a holding-at-250mV-20 sample
(top) and a plot of center of gravity of CO oxidation peak potential
of CO stripping CV versus average Pt particle size measured by
TEM (bottom). Square, circle, and triangle shapes represent 20, 40,
and 60% Pt/C sample data, respectively. Filled shapes are used for
R-CO-X data whereas additional outer circle is added to the filled
shape to denote R-13CO-X data.

Figure 4. The 13C NMR spectra of adsorbed 13CO on 60% Pt
supported on carbon samples after subtracting the carbon graphite
signal.

Figure 5. The full width at half height (FWHM) and the center of
gravity (δG) plot of the 13CO NMR spectra with respect to average
particle size taken from our TEM results: Square, circle, and
triangle shapes represent 20, 40, and 60% Pt/C sample data,
respectively. Filled shapes are used for R-CO-X data whereas
additional outer circle is added to the filled shape to denote R-
13CO-X data.
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TEM. From the steeper change of both the linewidth and δG

of Pt/C for the Pt size smaller than 5 nm could be interpreted

by different relative population of various surface adsorption

sites of Pt particles versus the Pt particle size as explained

previously.8

CO coverage of our samples was also checked due to

controversy of its Pt particle size dependence.36,40 Fermi

level local density of states, which is proportional to δG of
13C NMR of CO adsorbed on Pt surfaces,33,39 was found to

be dependent on CO coverage.41 However, our samples have

constant CO coverage of 0.7-0.8 monolayer, which is well in

agreement with previous report.42 Hence our 13C NMR data

can be interpreted without considering its CO coverage

dependence.

The linewidths for ‘R-CO-X’ and ‘R-13CO-X’ samples are

the same within the error range. Although δG values of ‘R-
13CO-X’ samples are always smaller than those of ‘R-CO-X’

samples in the same Pt percentage, the differences still

remain within the experimental error range. Thus it hardly

suggests that the chemical shift of poisoning species pro-

duced during the prolonged methanol oxidation is smaller

than that of 13CO adsorbed at the last step of the sample

preparation for 13C NMR detection. The poisoning species

would be labeled by 13C for ‘R-13CO-X’ but not for ‘R-CO-

X’ samples. Therefore, the linewidth, center of gravity, or

intensity of the R-13CO-X sample is expected to differ from

that of the corresponding R-CO-X sample if the poisoning

species amount is enough to be detected by 13C NMR. How-

ever, our results indicate that the poisoning species possibly

created by sequential electrochemical reaction of methanol

at 0 and 450 mV with the first methanol solution could not

be differentiated from 13CO adsorbed at the last step of the

sample preparation for 13C NMR detection, possibly due to

insufficient amount of the poisoning species for the detec-

tion. The detection limit of S/N~2 for 13C NMR for this kind

of sample should be typically about 1 molecule per 15 nm2

on the Pt surface of ~50 m2 at the field of 14.1 T and at room

temperature.43 Therefore, the poisoning species in our

sample must be less than about 0.014 mL, if present any.

Conclusions

By prolonged methanol oxidation process the Pt particle

size of Pt/C samples changed negligibly. The 13C NMR

results of 13CO on Pt surfaces simply represent the variation

of linewidth and chemical shift by the Pt particle size

without any additional information such as influence of

poisoning species. Probably the number of poisoning species

produced is too small to be detected by this 13C NMR

method. The Pt size variation behavior difference between

this work carried out at room temperature and the previous

reports of the particle growths observed as a result of cell

operation would be mainly due to experimental temperature

difference. Higher temperatures are known to induce sinter-

ing of metal particles even without any fuel oxidation

reaction. In addition, cell operation can result in synergic

influence on the catalysts by methanol oxidation and high

temperature. This possible synergic effect and the influence

of initial nanoscale structural difference of Pt particles will

be worthwhile to study in next step.
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